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What your Trustees and Museum Committee Members have been up to. (8) 
 
It's sixteen weeks since I composed my previous report and during that time, much has happened - but much 
has remained the same and we continue to live in curious times! Your Board of Trustees met informally and 
virtually during April (to consider making a grant application to Arts Council England) and formally on two 
occasions; 21st May (a virtual meeting via Microsoft Teams) and 16th July (socially distanced and by 
courtesy of George and Janet Challenger, in their garden).  
 
Checking my diary I see that during the first few weeks of the lockdown, we seemed to have been playing 
something of a waiting game, liaising regularly and closely with Museum Development East Midlands, the 
Association of Independent Museums, Marketing Peak District, local Councils and other visitor attractions 
in the area so as to be aware of the best possible intelligence to aid our decision-making about possible re-
opening to the public. Government announced that museums could re-open from 4th July but we decided 
this was too soon for us. We can't operate fully without the support of our seventy or so dedicated volunteers 
and we weren't sure at that time, how many might be ready to return. Neither was it clear then, whether or 
not the public at large would feel safe visiting our type of attraction. Nevertheless we needed to plan for the 
possibility of opening and Anita our Manager led on this, developing a comprehensive risk assessment as 
well as planning and procuring the necessary personal protective equipment. At the same time she continued 
to prepare and distribute the News Updates (we're now on edition 16!) and following our successful grant 
application, has been working very hard with groups of volunteers and Trustees to develop and implement 
the project.   
 

********** 
 

As mentioned briefly above, during April we held a special Board meeting and decided to submit a bid to 
Arts Council England for an award under their Emergency Response Fund. To meet the tight timescale this 
entailed a concentrated period of effort which was led enthusiastically by Linda Merriman. On 15th May we 
learned that we had been one of only two museums in the East Midlands to have been successful and after a 
brief period of elation we realised that of course, there are no free lunches and that implementation of the 
£23k project was going to require a lot of effort and coordination and I am delighted to say that has been 
offered generously and the project is well underway. More detail about this project appeared in News 
Updates Number 13 (18th June) and at the time of writing, this is where we are: 
• Hardware and infrastructure. Installation of the new telephone and broadband network and associated 

Quick Response (QR) access points is proceeding to plan using a specialist local firm. New and 
additional computer equipment is on order.  

• QR access points. Scripts have been developed and volunteer narrators briefed. A sound recording 
technician has been commissioned to record, edit and upload this material. He will also digitise a 
collection of existing interview tapes from the museum archive so that at some point in the future these 
can be edited, possibly with the help of interested volunteers, in order to make them more accessible to 
researchers. Meetings have been held and recording will begin during the first week of September.  

• Covid 19 social history project. A video technician has been commissioned to film fourteen short 
interviews featuring local businesses and industry, the Medway Community Centre, Eyam Plague 
Museum, Bakewell Church and local children. Filming began last week and we are also appealing to 
local people to send in photographs that capture the street scenes in and around Bakewell, street art, craft 
projects, pandemic socialising, etc. The project will feature as a gallery on our website. This link will 
take you to the 'call for submissions': https://vimeo.com/448589404/e520f5154d    

• Website development. Another group is already working on the creation of a single website to replace 
the three existing ones (Museum, Guided Walks, Society). 

 
When we do re-open, this exciting project, using new technology will enable us to offer an enhanced 
experience and additional information to our visitors via their smart phones and our new website. At the 
same time we are also creating an audio-visual local history record of the effects of the pandemic in and 
around Bakewell.  
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Marian Barker continues to attend the museum on two mornings each week tidying our archives and anyone 
wanting to access these for research purposes can contact her there.   
 
We		are	hopeful	that	we	will	re-open,	part-time	during	September	and	we	have	also	been	selected	to	take	part	
in	the	'Where's	Wally'	children's	book	reading	promotion	initiative	during	the	half	term	week.			

	

********* 
 

Our programme of monthly talks, suspended at the beginning of lockdown, has been further curtailed and we 
have cancelled the talks for September, October and November. Those for January, February and March and 
the 2020 AGM in April remain postponed and will be reviewed by the end of the year. Mandy Coates, who 
has organised this programme and the Society's visits, for the past five years has confirmed that she will not 
do it beyond the end of this programme. Please think about volunteering to take on this task. It would be 
very sad if, after some sixty years, these benefits of the Society were no longer offered.  
 

********** 
 
As you know, the 2019 AGMs of neither charity could be held in April. Because the unincorporated charity 
will be wound up at the earliest opportunity, the only business of that meeting was to adopt the Report and 
Accounts and having consulted with the Charity Commission, we decided that in the present exceptional 
circumstances, this would be resolved by a postal ballot. This is taking place at the time of writing. The 
postponed AGM of the new (incorporated) charity must take place by mid February 2021 and a decision 
regarding arrangements for this is pending.  
 
The old charity cannot be wound up until its assets have been transferred to the new one and as previously 
reported, the Old House needs to be registered at the Land Registry before this transfer can take place. We 
appointed solicitors in January to undertake this but progress has been frustratingly slow and beyond our 
control. A few days ago I heard that they had (at last) sent off the relevant paperwork but they indicated that 
we should now expect a further delay of several months before the first registration is completed by the land 
Registry. 
 
Stephen Coates 25th August, 2020 

 

Museum Property Maintenance 

Even when the Old House Museum is not able to open we still get a steady stream of visitors 
happy to look around the outside of the building. So we need to keep everything looking clean, 
tidy and above all cared for in the hope that they might be tempted back to view the inside at 
some stage. To this end we are always looking for able and willing volunteers to undertake minor 
internal and external maintenance work throughout the year. So, if you can spare an hour or so 
from time to time please let Anita know. She always has a list of things awaiting attention and you 

can pick and choose jobs best suited to you. 

Over the coming winter we hope that the areas of 'spongy and squeeky'  floor in the small 
bedchamber and north west corner of the central bedchamber (near the elephant's foot) can be 
attended to. So if you know, or can recommend, a local carpenter/joiner (or if you have the 

requisite joinery skills yourself) please let Anita or myself know. 

David Wilbur - Board Member with Property Maintenance Responsibility' 
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Pat Brighton   1936 – 2020 
 

After a long and increasingly debilitating illness Pat died peacefully, at home,  
with Trevor beside her, on 22nd August. 

 
Thinking back over our friendship several words describing Pat come to mind: kind, 
clever, good company, capable, strong-minded, independent.   Also: brave – in her 

later years Pat bore the difficulties and indignities of living with dementia without 
complaint.  She was a Yorkshire lass, born and bred near York and always believed 

that Yorkshire was “God’s own country”. 
 

After reading history at UCL (where she and Trevor met) she embarked on a career 
with Social Services but soon took a sideways step into teaching. She and Trevor 

had married in 1960 and moved in 1969 to Bakewell where Pat took a post teaching 
English at Lady Manners.  Students I have spoken to remember her as an excellent 
teacher, standing no nonsense, but being endlessly patient with those with learning 

difficulties. Good manners came at the top of her list of priorities.  
 

At school she will always be associated with the capacious black handbag from 
which she would not be parted (and which she continued to carry round for the rest 

of her life!).  People also remember her personal and passionate crusade against the 
misuse of the apostrophe “s”!  Trevor will tell you of meeting one of Pat’s ex-students 
in Bakewell who said “Mrs. Brighton will be proud of me – I’ve just seen a notice in a 
shop window with an unneeded apostrophe and I went in and told the shopkeeper it 

was wrong!”  Pat, you will cast a long shadow. 
 

Pat’s lifelong love of antique jewellery stemmed from her childhood admiration of her 
grandmother’s agate necklace which, in due course, she inherited, and which was 

the beginning of her huge collection.  Many of us have heard her jewellery talks and 
oohed and aared over some of the beautiful items. She was a regular stall-holder at 

antique fairs around the area. 
 

As a long-time member of our Historical Society, Pat visited schools to talk about the 
museum, organised social events and did museum desk duty for many years. In 

addition,  
she was Chair of Bakewell U3A, succeeding Meg Laird who had set up the group. 

 
No memory of Pat would be complete without mentioning DOGS!   

I asked Trevor whether the word “passionate” would appropriately describe her 
interest in dogs.   

He laughed and said “No, the word is CRAZY!  She would take her life in her hands 
crossing the road to stroke a dog she’d spotted on the opposite pavement!” 

 
Dear Pat, your life has touched and enriched the lives of many others.  We shall 

miss you.   
Our condolences go to Trevor and your family. 

Jane Martin 
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You	Can	Take	The	Girl	Out	Of	Eyam	.	.	.	
	

There	was	a	huge	amount	of	publicity	about	Eyam	at	the	beginning	of	the	Coronavirus	Pandemic.	The	
media	were	quick	to	make	the	link	between	the	far	wider	picture	of	a	national	lockdown	and	the	small	
Derbyshire	village	that	from	1665	to	1666	chose	to	self-isolate	rather	than	spread	the	plague	to	
neighbouring	towns	and	villages		

As	an	Eyam	‘girl’,	I	wonder	how,	in	2020,	the	children	of	Eyam	will	be	affected	by	this	visitation	of	a	
different	kind	of	plague.	They	will	have	experienced	similar	privations	in	not	being	able	to	play	with	
their	friends,	visit	relatives	and	go	to	school.	The	modern	day	experience	will	undoubtedly	have	been	
more	comfortable	but	I	think	for	them	and	indeed	for	anyone	coming	from	Eyam	there	will	have	been	
a	frisson	of	déjà	vu	when	the	realities	of	lockdown	became	clear.	That	was	certainly	the	case	for	me.	

Growing	up	in	Eyam	it	is	difficult	not	to	have	a	sense	of	history.	In	my	case	this	was	helped	along	by	
having	a	father	who	was	a	local	historian	and	the	author	of	books	about	Eyam.	But	no	matter	who	you	
are,	if	you	grow	up	in	Eyam	that	particular	period	of	history	will	always	surround	you.	To	walk	into	
the	village	from	our	house	we	had	to	pass	the	Lydgate	Graves,	a	small	enclosure	sheltering	the	
weathered	grave	stones	of	plague	victims.	To	walk	in	the	other	direction,	we	reached	the	boundary	
stone	on	the	Cliff	where	food	and	medicines	were	left	in	exchange	for	coins	disinfected	in	vinegar.	And	
wherever	we	went	in	and	around	the	village	there	were	reminders	of	those	months	of	heroic	suffering	
that	were	to	bring	uninvited	fame	to	Eyam.			

So	what	was	it	like	for	people	of	my	age	to	grow	up	in	Eyam	in	those	far	off	days	of	the	1950’s?	Well,	it	
was	very	different	from	nowadays.	For	one	thing	we	were	‘free-range’	children.	We	wandered	all	over	
the	place	without	our	parents	worrying	about	where	we	were	or,	if	they	did	worry,	they	never	told	us.	
It	was	then	a	real	village	not	a	desirable	dormitory	village	as	now.	In	those	days	everyone	knew	
everyone	else	-	and	their	business	of	course!		

As	school	children,	some	of	us	had	ancestors	who	died	of	the	plague	and	we	would	ghoulishly	look	
them	up	in	the	Plague	Register	in	church.	Eyam	School	is	a	C	of	E	school	and,	on	Thursday	mornings,	
we	would	troop	up	to	the	parish	church	where	the	rector	would	talk	to	us.	His	talks	often	featured	
Eyam’s	history	and	we	were	shown	the	Plague	Chest	in	which	supposedly	the	plague	infested	bale	of	
cloth	arrived	(shudders	of	horror	all	round!),	Mompesson’s	Chair,	Catherine	Mompesson’s	tomb,	and,	
of	course,	the	Plague	Register.	

I	am	sure	as	infants	we	all	boisterously	danced	around	singing	Ring-a-ring	o’	roses	oblivious	to	the	fact	
that	in	the	nearby	churchyard	the	victims	of	the	plague	had	borne	the	symptoms	we	so	carelessly	
chanted.	But	we	were	very	young.	

As	we	grew	older,	some	of	the	more	poignant	stories	left	an	indelible	mark.	No-one	who	has	visited	
the	Riley	Graves	can	forget	the	tragic	story	of	Mrs	Hancock	who	buried	six	members	of	her	family	on	a	
lonely	wind-blown	hillside.	Also	moving	is	the	story	of	Rowland	who	daily	walked	from	Stoney	
Middleton	to	Eyam	so	that	he	could	wave	and	call	to	his	sweetheart,	Emmett.	One	day	Emmett	failed	to	
come:	she	had	died	of	the	plague.	And	how	many	similar	and	tragic	stories	have	we	heard	during	this	
current	pandemic?		

But	life	goes	on	and,	as	children,	although	the	history	of	our	village	was	all	around	us,	it	didn’t	get	in	
the	way	of	our	enjoyment	of	life.	Blissfully	ignorant	that	one	day	health	and	safety	rules	would	be	
invented	to	curtail	young	adventurous	spirits,	we	spent	happy	summer	days	splashing	around	in	a	
stream	that	had	been	dammed	to	make	a	bathing	pool;	we	went	hay	making	and,	pulled	by	shire	
horses,	rode	home	on	top	of	the	hay	carts;	we	made	rickety	go-karts	using	old	pram	wheels;	we	
collected	conkers	in	the	autumn	and	managed	to	have	conker	fights	without	maiming	or	killing	one	
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another;	and	in	winter	we	went	sledging	and	had	snowball	fights	that	rarely,	if	ever,	ended	in	
casualties.	

Well	dressing	and	carnival	weeks	followed	closely	one	upon	the	
other.	Well	dressing	required	care	and	dexterity	and,	in	the	days	
before	a	children’s	well	was	introduced,	we	children	were	
probably	more	of	a	hindrance	than	a	help.	Still,	we	were	good	for	
fetching	and	carrying	and	occasionally	were	allowed	to	do	a	bit	of	
supervised	‘petalling’.		Like	today,	the	carnival	was	a	good	excuse	
for	villagers	to	let	their	hair	down	–	well,	some	of	them.	I	think	
maybe	it	was	considered	a	bit	too	boisterous	for	us	to	take	part	in.	
However,	the	fancy	dress	parade	being	more	sedate	was	allowed	
and	somewhere	there	is	a	photo	of	me	and	my	sister	as	Alice	and	
the	White	Rabbit.	And	yes,	I	was	the	character	with	the	floppy	ears	
-	but	we	did	get	first	prize.	

One	year,	we	did	manage	to	go	on	a	carnival	float,	my	father	
having	made	a	copy	of	the	Saxon	Cross	out	of	cardboard	boxes	and	plaster	of	Paris.	This	was	propped	
against	the	back	of	the	float.	We	and	our	friends	were	dressed	in	an	assortment	of	costumes	that	must	
have	been	deemed	the	official	garb	of	Saxon	children	and	a	faded	snapshot	of	the	event	shows	us	
posed	in	front	of	the	cardboard	cross.		

But	there	was	one	day	in	the	year	where	the	village’s	history	was	very	real	to	us	and	this	was	the	
Sunday	of	the	Plague	Commemoration	Service	in	Cucklett	Dell.	Here,	during	the	plague,	church	
services	were	held	in	the	open	air	to	try	and	stem	the	spread	of	the	disease.	This	service	was,	and	still	
is,	to	honour	the	memory	of	all	who	suffered	and	showed	such	bravery	during	those	sad	lonely	months	
between	1665	and	1666.		

This	year,	the	event	will	be	even	more	poignant	than	usual	for	all	of	us	are	now	very	aware	of	what	
social	distancing	really	entails.	I	hope	many	children	from	the	village	will	be	present	that	day	for	they	
will	have	quite	a	story	to	tell	in	years	to	come.	

Cynthia	Daniel	Rider	

 
 

***  MUSEUM OPENING  *** 
 
I am pleased to confirm that the Museum will reopen for 3 days a week ( Wednesday, Thursday 
and Saturday 10.30-4) from 9 September until, our normal closing date of 5  November. 
 
In addition, within this autumn schedule, we will have one full week of opening over half term week 
24 to 31 October. During this week we will have a special children's "Where's Wally" activity for 
families to enjoy, thanks to our friends at Museums Development East Midlands. 
 
Meanwhile, work continues on our IT infrastructure upgrade, supported by the project grant from 
Arts Council England. The Museum is looking good and being prepared for visitors to enjoy safely. 
 
The Trustees would like to thank everyone who has volunteered to help out during our autumn 
opening and would love to hear from anyone else who wants to find out more. For further 
information, please contact Anita at the Museum . 
 
Adrian Wills  
Chair Museum Committee	
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A	brief	history	of	pubs	and	inn	signs	

	

The	inn	and	its	sign	have	been	an	inherent	part	of	the	British	landscape	for	about	2,000	years.	

When	the	Romans	came	to	occupy	Britain	after	AD43	they	brought	with	them	wine	drinking	
establishments	called	tabernae,	from	which	we	get	the	name	tavern.	The	Romans	were	not	impressed	with	
the	locals	preferred	drink	of	beer,	in	fact	in	Emperor	Julian	(AD361-3)	compared	the	respective	aromas	of	
wine	and	beer	to	those	of	nectar	and	goat!	

When	the	‘tavern’	had	a	new	delivery	of	wine	a	bundle,	a	bunch	of	
vine	leaves,	was	hung	outside	to	spread	the	good	news.	Vine	leaves	
were	a	symbol	of	Bacchus	the	wine	god.	Another	inn	sign	that	can	
be	traced	back	to	Roman	times	is	‘The	Chequers’,	a	sign	was	found	
in	Pompeii	where	it	indicated	a	taberna	where	chess	and	draughts	
were	played.	Chequered	boards	were	also	used	by	money	traders	
who	used	them	as	a	kind	of	abacus,	hence	we	get	the	word	
exchequer.	Interestingly,	later	there	is	a	third	derivative	of	the	sign	
as	the	Earl	Warenne	was	given	the	responsibility	of	licencing	
alehouses	and	his	escutcheon	was	a	blue	and	gold	chequer	board.	

After	the	Romans	left	Saxons	introduced	the	ale-stake,	a	wooden	pole	with	a	bundle	of	leaves	on	the	end,	
which	was	displayed	outside	the	alehouse.	On	the	Bayeux	Tapestry	there	is	one	building	that	appears	to	
have	a	brown	pole	sticking	out	from	one	corner	with	a	lump	of	green	on	the	end	of	it.	This	is	thought	by	
many	experts	to	be	an	early	depiction	of	a	Saxon	alehouse.	It	must	be	remembered	that	although	we	see	
the	tapestry	as	being	Norman,	it	was	actually	worked	by	Saxon	needlewomen.	Over	the	ensuing	centuries	
this	practice	of	displaying	a	bunch	of	leaves	became	the	pub	sign	‘The	Bush’	and	‘The	Hollybush’.	

It	seems	that	not	everyone	carried	on	this	tradition	as	in	1393	Richard	II	decreed	that	pubs	must	have	signs.	
The	main	purpose	of	the	decree	was	to	help	the	ale-conner	whose	job	was	to	test	the	ales	and	to	identify	
the	premises.	

The	church	too	had	a	role	in	the	history	of	public	houses.	As	the	centuries	passed	
churches,	monasteries,	abbeys,	and	cathedrals	were	built.	To	accommodate	the	
workmen,	travellers,	and	pilgrims	to	holy	sites	many	monasteries	had	their	own	
breweries	and	provided	a	place	to	eat,	drink	and	sleep.	It	could	be	said	to	be	a	
forerunner	of	the	coaching	inns	of	the	seventeenth	and	eighteenth	centuries.	
These	establishments	tended	to	have	a	sign	which	depicted	religious	symbols.	
Typically,	the	Seven	Stars	(in	the	crown	of	Mary),	the	Cross	Keys	(Saint	Peter’s	
keys	to	the	kingdom	of	heaven),	the	Pope’s	Head,	and	the	Bull	(from	bulla	an	
ecclesiastical	seal).	

When	Henry	VIII	broke	with	Rome	in	1538	and	ordered	the	Dissolution	of	the	Monasteries	many	changed	
their	sign	enough	to	become	secular	or	remove	any	connection	with	Catholicism.	For	example	The	Pope’s	
Head	became	the	King’s	Head.		

Later	when	the	landed	gentry	developed	their	large	estates	a	house	on	the	estate	was	used	to	brew	the	
beer	and	serve	it	to	the	estate	workers	as	part	of	their	wages.	These	premises	also	served	as	a	resting	place	
for	travellers	and	visitors	to	the	estate,	therefore	a	sign	was	needed	usually	some	heraldic	device	the	lord	
of	the	manor	used.		

By	courtesy	of	Spike							 	 	 	 	 	 	 To	be	continued…	

	

	
Tabernae along the side of 
Trajan's Market in Rome 
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Red Ribbon Time at Bakewell’s Old House Museum: Lord Edward opens new gallery 

The end of a three-year project to carry out £40.000 worth of improvements to Bakewell’s Old 
House Museum was marked by the opening of the new industrial gallery by Lord Edward Manners 
of Haddon Hall.	

The gallery offers new exhibits on Bakewell’s industrial past including Arkwright’s Lumford Mill, 
built in 1777. Outside is a sculpture that incorporates part of the giant water wheel which used to 
drive the mill.	The project also included environmentally-friendly improvements to the main 
building, a new office and facilities for volunteers, new guide books and displays.	

It was funded largely by the Heritage Lottery Fund (£360,000) and the Peak District National Park 
Authority’s Sustainable Development Fund (£15,000), with part of the rest raised by the museum. 
Part was in the form of more than 1000 days of work by museum volunteers.	

About 50 guests included representatives of the Heritage Lottery Fund and Peak District National 
Park Authority; councillors from Derbyshire County Council, Derbyshire Dales Council and 
Bakewell Town Council; architects Smith and Roper; contractors H&W Sellors; designers Hammer 
Design and Thornbridge Brewery which sponsored new museum leaflets.	

Guests were welcomed by Jan Stetka, chairman of the Bakewell and District Historical Society 
which owns and manages the museum. He thanked the Heritage Lottery Fund and the National 
Park Authority for the grants and also them and museum authorities for help in many ways.	

George Challenger, chairman of the Society’s Museum Committee who has worked as a volunteer 
at the museum for 40 years, said: “We are enormously grateful to Anita Spencer, the museum 
manager, who helped to manage the project and whose hard work, enthusiasm and cheerfulness 
contribute so much to the museum’s success.”	

George then spoke of the late Alan Smith, a member of the Society who had helped in the early 
stages of the project but had died. A bench was dedicated to him and his wife Maureen, also a 
keen supporter of the museum. Their daughter, Sarah Allen, fulfilled one of Alan’s ideas which was 
to ring the Lumford bell for all Bakewell to hear that the project was complete.	

Lord Edward spoke warmly about the museum and the hard work of so many people. He 
congratulated everyone involved, saying that he was delighted to be the new Patron of the Society 
and hoped for further links between it and Haddon Hall. He then cut the red ribbon across the 
gallery and declared it open.	

Christopher Pennell, Chair of the East Midlands Heritage Lottery Fund commented ‘What you have 
achieved is extremely good value for the grant awarded’.                                 By George Challenger 

								 	

Lord	Edward	Manners,	patron	of		
Bakewell	&	District	Historical	Society	
officially	opening	the	new	gallery	

	

Sarah	Smith	rang	the	workhouse	bell	in	memory	
of	her	father,	Alan,	who	had	done	much	for	the	
whole	project	
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Bakewell	&	District	Historical	Society	Journal	

	
Dear	all	
	
Have	you	thought	about	writing	an	article	for	our	Society's	annual	Journal	?	We	would	love	to	be	
inundated	with	new	items	!!!	Perhaps	you	would	quite	like	to	write	something,	but	are	not	sure	what	
to	write	about?	
Here	are	some	suggestions	to	get	you	thinking.	
	
Do	you	have	an	interesting	ancestor	with	a	local	connection?	
	
Do	you	have	personal	memories	of	growing	up	in	Bakewell	or	in	one	of	the	surrounding	villages?	
	
As	far	as	we	know	no-one	has	written	about	the	transition	of	Bakewell	administration	from	the	church	
vestry	to	Rural	District	Council	and	Urban	District	Council.	
	
What	about	the	coming	of	a	water	supply	to	Bakewell	or	any	of	the	villages?	Or	the	provision	of	public	
services	such	as	gas	and	street	lighting.	
	
There	were	a	huge	number	of	men	and	women	working	locally	in	domestic	and	agricultural	service	in	
the	19th	century.	Who	were	they?	Where	did	they	work?	Where	did	they	come	from?	This	information	
could	be	gleaned	from	the	censuses.	
	
The	Bakewell	parish	records	(which	are	available	on	CD)	are	a	rich	source	of	information,	e.g.	the	
Christian	names	of	people	baptised	in	Bakewell	from	the	1600s	-	fashions,	frequencies,	influences,	etc.	
	
Who	were	the	workers	at	the	Lumford	cotton	mill	from	the	mid	19th	century	?	A	survey	of	the	
censuses	would	be	interesting.	
	
We	are	sure	there	are	many	other	interesting	topics	that	could	be	looked	into.	If	you	look	back	at	
previous	Journals	you	will	see	that	the	range	of	topics	in	them	is	vast.	The	length	of	a	contribution	also	
varies	hugely,	from	one	page	to	20	or	30.	Old	photographs	also	make	interesting	contributions.	An	
article	does	not	have	to	be	about	Bakewell.	Bakewell	&	District	Historical	Society	includes	'district'	so	
that	covers	a	huge	area.	
	
The	museum	has	some	resources	available	(We	can	let	you	know	what	is	available)	and	of	course	staff	
at	the	Derbyshire	Record	Office	in	Matlock	are	always	pleased	to	help.	Completed	articles	for	the	2021	
Journal	should	be	sent	to	the	email	address	below	by	November	1st	this	year.	If	your	project	is	longer	
we	look	forward	to	hearing	from	you	in	2021.	
	
If	you	want	to	discuss	your	ideas	please	email	us	at	marian.e.barker@btinternet.com	
	
We	look	forward	to	hearing	from	you.	
	
Peter	Barker	(editor)	
Marian	Barker	(compiler)	
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Lockdown discovery  –  while we’ve all been more-or-less stuck indoors some of you may have 
          been discovering new recipes to make life more interesting. 
Joyce asked me whether Alan (aka The Soup Dragon in the good old days at 
the museum) could send her a new soup recipe.   

Alas, this has not been forthcoming. 

However our grandson Ben is also an excellent cook and recently sent us this 
recipe, which Joyce has accepted in lieu!. 

Crispy Sesame Chicken with Sticky Asian Sauce – crispy, salty, sticky, sweet – and a tad spicy.              
Prep time 15min        Cooking time 15min.        Enough for 4. 

 
To serve: Boiled rice, Small bunch spring onions, chopped, 2 tbsp sesame seeds – 
optional  
Instructions: 

1. Heat oil in wok or large frying pan until very hot. 
2. Meanwhile take 3 shallow bowls.  Put the egg in the first and the cornflour in the second.  In 

the third mix together the flour, salt, garlic salt, pepper and paprika. 
3. Dredge the chicken pieces in the cornflour, then dip them in the egg.  Make sure each piece 

is covered in egg-wash then dredge in the seasoned flour. 
4. Add to hot oil in wok.  Cook on high heat 6 -7 minutes, turning 2 or 3 times till well browned. 

You may need to do this in more than one batch. Take out of pan and put into bowl lined 
with paper towels. 

5. Add all sauce ingredients to hot wok.  Stir and bubble on high heat till sauce reduces by 
about 1/3 – should take 2-3 minutes.  Add chicken back to wok.  Toss in sauce, cook 1 – 2 
minutes. 

6. Turn off heat, divide into 4 bowls.  Serve with boiled rice and top with sesame seeds (if 
wished) and spring onions. 
 

N.B. Double the quantity of sauce if you want extra sauce rather than just enough to coat 
the chicken. 
 

YUM!                                                                                                        Jane Martin    

Ingredients: 

3 chicken breast fillets, chopped into bite-sized chunks,  5 tbsp olive oil, 

2 eggs lightly beaten,       3 tbsp cornflour, 

10 tbsp plain flour,        ½ tsp salt, 

½ tsp garlic salt,        ½ tsp pepper, 

2 tsp paprika. 
 

Sauce ingredients: 

1 tbsp sesame oil, (or sprinkle with sesame seeds at the end),    2 tbsp honey, 

1 tbsp Chinese rice vinegar (or white wine vinegar),    3 tbsp ketchup, 

2 tbsp sweet chilli sauce (or to taste),     2 tbsp brown sugar,  

4 tbsp soy sauce.      2 cloves garlic peeled and chopped, 
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Notes from White Watsons diaries 
 

The following extracts are taken from the diary of White Watson F.L.S, a 
sculptor, mineralogist, antiquarian, geologist and author of Derbyshire Strata 
who died in 1835 They deal with Haddon and the Dukes of Rutland and were 
printed as the sixth in a series of articles on the writings of White Watson in 
the High Peak News of 1926.The paper thought that in view of the decision of 
the 9th Duke to live at Haddon Hall around this time, it would be read with 
particular interest.  

 
1801 Haddon: - The manor of Haddon was, soon after the conquest, the property of the 

Avenel’s whose co-heirs married to Vernon and Basset, in the reign of Richard the First. 

The Bassets’ continued to enjoy half the estate in the time of Edward the Third. The heiress 

of Vernon married Franceys, who assumed the surname of Vernon; and the whole estate was 

the entire property of Sir Richard Vernon in Henry the Sixth’s time. This gentleman was the 

Speaker of the Parliament held at Leicester, in the year 1325, and was afterwards 

constituted Governor of Calais, in which office he was succeeded by his son, who was 

appointed Constable of England for life and was the last person that held that important 

office. Sir Henry Vernon his son and successor, was governor to Prince Arthur, heir apparent 

to Henry the Seventh, and is said to have frequently entertained the Prince at Haddon. Sir 

George Vernon the last male heir of the family became so distinguished by his hospitality and 

magnificent mode of living that he was locally termed King of the Peak. On his death in 

the seventh year of Queen Elizabeth, his possessions descended to his two daughters, 

Margaret and Dorothy, the former married Sir Thomas Hanley, 1 Knight second son of 

Edward the third Earl of Derby, and the later Sir John Manners, Knight second son of 

Thomas, the first Earl of Rutland, of that name. By this marriage Haddon and the other 

estates in this county, that had been held by the Vernons became the property of the Manners 

and have regularly descended to the present Duke of Rutland. 

His Grace the third Duke of Rutland was the last Duke who used Haddon Hall as an 

occasional residence. He died May 29th, 1779 and was buried at Bottesford with his 
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ancestors. The third Duke’s son Robert was a Lieutenant of the Victory in Admiral 

Keppel’s 2 engagement July 27th 1775, he being made post captain by Sir George Rodney 3 

January 17th 1780 the day after the defeat of the Spanish fleet. Going to the West Indies 

the following December with Sir Samuel Hood, as captain of the Resolution of 74 guns 

under Sir Chaloner Ogle, Commodore 4 and distinguished himself in action with the French 

off Chesapeake 5 September 5th 1781, and also in an action off St Kitts, when he was one 

of the seconds to Commodore Affleck 6 on January 23rd 1782. In an engagement off 

Dominica April 12th, 1782 he was wounded in both legs, one being amputated below the 

knee, and also had an arm broken. He died of lockjaw on April 23rd, 1783 and at his 

express desire he was committed to the deep the day after his death off the Isle of Bermuda. 

A grateful country by its representatives desired that a monument should be placed in 

Westminster Abbey to the memory of three heroes, he being one, as the following lines by an 

ingenuous writer show: - 

 

This last just tribute grateful Britain pays 

That distant times may learn their heroes praise 

Fired with like zeal, fleets yet unformed shall gain 

Another Blair, a Manners and a Bayne 

And future chiefs shall unrepining bleed 

When Senates thus reward, and celebrate the deed7 
 
1 This should be Stanley 
2 Augustus Keppel 1st Viscount Keppel 1725-1786 
3 1st Baron Rodney famous for his involvement in the American wars of independence 
4 Admiral of the Fleet 1681-1750 
5 American War of Independence 
6 First Baronet 1725-1788 a naval officer 
7 Captain William Blair late of HMS Alfred killed at the Battle at Les Saintes aboard the Anson. Captain William 
Bayne present at the Battle of Cesapeake Bay on HMS Alfred. American War of Independence.  
 
By	Mandy	Coates	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 To	be	continued……………..	
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Fun and Games in the Courtyard 
 

I stand in awe watching Susan Hillam deliver the Courtyard Games workshop along with other 
helpers. So much energy and hands on activities. Fantastic to tear children away from technology 
for a while. 

Susan & Michael Hillam, Denise Wills and Peter Barker also run Geography, Medieval, Saxon, 
Arkwright and Victorian tours of the town and have led groups of over 50 school pupils, annual 
visitors from Staffordshire, East Yorkshire, a challenging group from London, and a group with 
immaculate behaviour (and English) from 

Slovenia.  

No small undertaking organising large 
numbers of children and students. Our 
guides work hard to develop tours and 
activities alongside teachers and in line with 

the National Curriculum.  

One of our last visits in November 2019 was 
from Croft Infants School in Alfreton. 
Teacher, Laura Fletcher, has kindly sent in 
some of the children’s work. So good to get 

positive feedback. I love hearing that the children fell asleep on the coach on the way home!  

They must have worked hard that day :-).     Anita Spencer 

Feedback sent by children from Croft Infants, Alfreton who attended one of these courtyard days. 
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AN EVENT WHICH ‘CAN’ BE FOR YOUR DIARY 

 

Historical Society ‘New Year’ Lunch 
 

After the lunch at East Lodge last January we made a provisional booking for January 
2021.  Then along came Covid19.  In this newsletter we would normally be asking members to 

look at the date, the menu and the booking form and get back to us.  However we feel that, at 
the moment, many of you may not feel able to commit to a lunch date in January.   

So much is uncertain, isn’t it? 
 

I have therefore had a chat to Iain at East Lodge and asked if we can defer that provisional 
booking until next summer.  He perfectly understood our problem and has cancelled the 

January 2021 booking.   
 

After conferring with Anita the decision has been taken to have the Society Lunch  
instead of the usual Summer Supper in June at the museum.  

East Lodge has now given us a new provisional date of 28 June 2021.   
So put it in your diary, chaps and let’s have something to look forward to 

 

Jane Martin and Jo Longland James 
 

p.s. East Lodge in the summer will be nice – lovely gardens. 
	
 
 
 

Bakewell Old House Museum needs your help. 
 
No confirmed date is planned as yet, but as we are preparing to open our doors, help in 
cleaning the building inside and out would be much appreciated 
Maintenance tasks as follows: 

• Vacuuming the interior and cleaning the glass cabinets 
• Weeding and tidying the courtyard and other outside areas 
• Cleaning/scrubbing the outside benches and information boards 
• Removal of cardboard and rubbish from the back of the building 
• Helping fix informational signs and floor arrows to guide visitors 
• Thorough mop and clean of outside toilet 

All tools, protective gloves, disposable aprons and PPE equipment will be made available for 
use. Social distancing will be observed. 
	

If	you	can	help	out	please	contact	the	museum	on	bakewellmuseum@gmail.com	

	
 

BAKEWELL & DISTRICT HISTORICAL SOCIETY  PROGRAMME 2020 
  

ALL	MEETINGS	ARE	STILL	CANCELLED	FOR	THE	FORESEEABLE	FUTURE	
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	(Apologies	to	Trevor	and	Jane	for	not	including	this	in	the	May	newsletter)	

Thank you Jane; welcome Joyce 

Newsletters can be dry, prosaic, matter-of-fact sources of 
information – part diary, part announcements.  Not so ours which 
members await with interest – especially those like me whose 
memory welcomes a good jog. 

Our Newsletter records recent activities and highlights forthcoming 
events; it includes contributions from members, contains a 
sprinkling of wit and humour and is enlivened with photographs 
and illustrations. 

For all this we must thank the retired editor, Jane Martin.  She has 
worked assiduously in compiling, editing, printing and distributing our Newsletter. 

We congratulate her on carrying out these tasks for the last 13 years and publishing 39 editions.  
Joyce Janes has now volunteered to edit the Newsletter – welcome Joyce and many thanks.  

  Trevor Brighton 

 

 
MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS  

 
Art Council Project news from Anita. 

 
The trustees and I have been beavering away during the time we have been closed working on 
the Arts Project details. We are very lucky to have received a substantial grant which will 
enable us to update our telephone and broadband system, place discrete Wi-Fi boosters 
around the museum for improved internet connection, replacement of our weary computers, 
digital equipment to help capture better images and videos and help with updating the 
website.  
We are also working on placing QR Codes in several rooms within the museum. These codes 
can be scanned by a visitor’s mobile phone and will lead to an oral recording of information 
regarding the room the visitor is standing in. A type of personal guided tour. We feel this will 
enhance the visitor experience of their visit to the Old House.  
Another aspect of the grant is the capturing film interviews of a variety of Bakewell trades 
and also linking to our friends in Eyam reflecting on the links with the plague village as a 
contrast to Covid 19. We are also appealing to members of the public and yourselves to be 
involved in this projects by sending in your photographs of scenes around Bakewell and 
district during the pandemic, socially distanced meetings with family and friends, street art 
and photos of any craft projects that you have engaged with over the last few months.  
To see a video asking for your help please click on the link below.  
 
https://vimeo.com/448589404  
 
The images we receive will be placed on our websites Covid page and will be an important 
part of the town’s history in these strange times.  

Please send your photos to anita@bakewellhistory.com 
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SMIDGENS 

AMPERLASH  –  cheek, impudence 
CHELP  –  to answer back 
BRANGLESOME  –  to be argumentative 
Avoid anyone likely to be branglesome with you. And if you come across anyone brimming with amperlash suggest they  
quit their chelp. 

	
How	are	you	doing?	

	

How	are	you?		
Are	 you	 still	 shielding,	 in	 a	 bubble,	 not	 sure	whether	 to	 try	 going	 out	 or	 not?	 Are	 you	meeting	 friends	
outside,	or	 inside,	or	are	you	ignoring	the	whole	thing?	Actually,	 I	doubt	any	of	us	are	ignoring	the	virus,	
apart	from	anything	else	the	media	never	stop	going	on	about	it.		

Initially,	I	found	it	most	unnerving	to	do	anything	after	lockdown.	Bumping	into	people	when	out	for	a	
walk	was	the	first	step,	I	have	to	say	everyone	I	met	was	polite,	cautious	and	kept	their	distance.	Going	to	
the	shops	was	quite	daunting,	but	became	easier	once	I	saw	the	precautions	everyone	was	taking,	I	kept	
away	from	everyone,	and	in	the	main	so	did	others	and	I	wore	a	mask.		

For	me	wearing	the	mask	helps,	it	makes	me	feel	more	confident,	when	I	do	have	to	go	inside,	that	I	
am	partially	protected.	I	heard	all	the	stuff	about	not	being	able	to	breath,	that	it	didn’t	protect	anyone	etc.	
But	I’ve	seen	a	video	of	a	doctor	recording	the	amount	of	oxygen	in	his	blood	before	and	after	putting	on	a	
face	mask	–	it	stayed	the	same.	Interestingly	his	heart	rate	slowed	once	the	mask	was	in	place.	Then	there	
were	 the	 comments	 about	 touching	 your	 mask	 and	 spreading	 the	 disease.	 Well,	 I’m	 working	 on	 the	
assumption	that	most	things	I	touch	in	a	shop	are	contaminated,	so	lots	hand	washing	and	sanitizer.		

Of	course	the	other	advantage	of	wearing	a	mask	is	you	can	chunter	to	yourself.	I	have	to	say	I	do	quite	
a	bit	of	this.	I	suppose	that	makes	me	a	secret	chunterer.	

Masks	are	hot	and,	in	this	warm	weather,	quite	stifling,	but	for	me	it’s	a	case	of	better	safe	than	sorry.	
And,	let’s	face	it,	the	year	has	galloped	by	already,	in	no	time	at	all	we’ll	be	wearing	thick	coats,	boots,	hats,	
scarves	and	moaning	about	cold	weather.	Of	course,	then	the	masks	will	keep	our	faces	nice	and	warm.	

I	don’t	like	the	idea	that	I	might	have	to	wear	a	mask,	or	stand	2	metres	apart,	or	not	be	able	to	hug	my	
friends	for	the	rest	of	my	days,	so	like	everyone	I	am	hoping	for	a	vaccination	to	be	discovered	soon.		

The	 only	 thing	we	 can	 do	 for	 now	 is	 our	 best,	 by	washing	 our	 hands,	 using	 sanitizer	 and	 taking	 all	
precautions	we	can.	Be	careful	and	stay	safe.		

All	the	best	to	everyone.		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Joyce	Janes	

 
Many thanks to all the contributors of articles and photographs published in this edition. 

 
Please Note 15th December 2020  

is the deadline for articles, photos or suggestions for the next newsletter. 
Please send anything you feel might be interesting to our members to joyce.janes.writer@gmail.com 

Published by the Bakewell and District Historical Society.  This newsletter is distributed to all members of the Society.  
Please note that the Society holds names and addresses on computer to facilitate production of labels.  These names 
and addresses will not be passed on to any other organisation without the express authority of the members. We are 
required to inform you of this in order to conform to the provisions of the Data Protection Act.	


